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Abstract—Dynamic charging system will enable moving elec-
trical vehicles (EVs) to charge their batteries through magnetic
induction by charging pads (CPs) placed on a portion of the
roadbed. To realize such a system, the EVs need to communicate
with the various parts of the system that include a bank, a charg-
ing service provider (CSP), road side units (RSUs), and CPs. In
this paper, we propose a secure and privacy-preserving physical-
layer-assisted scheme for dynamic charging systems to authenti-
cate EVs and preserve the drivers’ location privacy. We develop
an efficient hierarchical authentication scheme that addresses the
scalability nature of the system. Efficient cryptosystems are used
to authenticate the EVs to the bank, CSP, and RSUs, but our
evaluations indicate that the contact time of fast moving EVs
and the CPs is too short to exchange multiple messages and
execute time-consuming operations. Therefore, we develop an
efficient physical-layer-based authorization scheme that utilizes
autocorrelation demodulation and hypothesis testing to enable the
CPs to identify and charge the authorized EVs. Through extensive
analysis, simulation, and practical experiments, we demonstrate
that the proposed scheme is secure against the considered attacks
and can achieve full anonymity of the drivers’ locations, fast
authentication, and high authorization rate.

Index Terms—Privacy preservation; secure wireless networks;
fast authentication; electric vehicles; and dynamic charging.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electric Vehicles (EVs) can reduce the dependency on fossil
fuels and promote the adoption of intermittent renewable
energy sources by acting as energy storage systems to store the
energy produced by the renewable energy sources [1]. Due to
such potential, many automotive companies have already be-
gun to roll out EVs from their production lines [2]. Currently,
more than 23,000 public charging stations have been deployed
in the US and it is expected that fast-charging stations will be
built on major highways [3]. Comparing to the time needed to
fill the gasoline vehicles with gas, the EVs need much longer
time to charge their batteries. Dynamic charging is a promising
technology that can address this issue by enabling the EVs to
charge while being driven [4]. This technology can also help
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drivers when their EVs do not have enough power to move to
the nearest charging station to charge.

In dynamic charging systems, charging pads (CPs) are
placed under a portion of the roadbed and an EV’s battery is
charged by magnetic induction while the EV is being driven
over the CPs. The evaluations given in [5] demonstrate that the
efficiency of the power transfer in dynamic charging systems
can reach 75%. Each charging station in the dynamic charging
system has a large number of CPs extended over a long
distance (several miles) to allow the EVs to acquire enough
amount of power while travelling within this distance. CPs
should not switch on at all times because doing so not only
wastes too much energy, but also charges all EVs that are
driven on the road. Instead, CPs should switch on only when
the EV that needs to charge is above it. Also, they should
switch on only for the authorized EVs to prevent energy theft
by unauthorized EVs. In order to realize such a system, the
EVs need to communicate with the various parts of the system
that include a bank, a charging service provider (CSP), road
side units (RSUs), and CPs, without revealing the location
information of the EVs.

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving physical-
layer-assisted scheme to authenticate the EVs and preserve
the drivers’ location privacy. We develop an efficient and
scalable hierarchical authentication scheme. A combination
of efficient cryptosystems are used to authenticate the EVs
to the bank, CSP, and RSUs. However, our evaluations have
demonstrated that the contact time of fast moving EVs and
the CPs is too short to exchange multiple messages or execute
complex schemes. Therefore, we develop an efficient physical-
layer-based authorization scheme that utilizes autocorrelation
demodulation and hypothesis testing to enable the CPs to
identify the authorized EVs and charge them.

Our main contributions and the challenges the paper aims
to address can be summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel scalable system that addresses secu-

rity, location privacy, and also efficiency in EV dynamic
charging system. The proposed scheme can achieve full
anonymity where no entity or even colluding entities can
know the drivers’ locations. Comparing to the existing
works, the proposed schemes in [6]–[8] do not address
privacy and the CSP is trusted to know the EV’s locations
in [9], [10].

• In order to consider the scalability and the large geo-
graphic area of the dynamic charging system, we de-
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Fig. 1. The network model.

velop a hierarchical authentication approach that uses
lightweight cryptosystems. The main idea is that when
an EV authenticates to the CSP, the CSP sends secret
keys (called tokens) shared with the RSUs to enable the
EV to efficiently authenticate to the RSUs. Similarly, each
RSU sends secret tokens shared with the CPs to enable
the EV to efficiently authenticate to the CPs. Comparing
to the proposed schemes in [9], [10] that require each CP
to store all the pseudonyms and keys including the ones
that may be used at other stations and CPs, the CPs and
RSUs in our scheme calculate and store only the keys
they use in their communications.

• Cost-effective CPs may have limited computational pow-
er, and therefore the CPs may not be able to run
extensive-computation cryptosystems or exchange several
messages during the short period of time available for
communication between CPs and the EV. In order to
address this challenge, we develop a physical-layer-based
authorization scheme that is run at the physical layer and
uses the shared secrets between the EVs and CPs.

• Simulations, analysis, and practical experiments are con-
ducted to evaluate the proposed scheme. The results
indicate that the scheme can preserve location privacy
and is efficient and secure against the attacks listed in
section II.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The net-
work and threat models and the main challenges/requirements
are discussed in section II. Detailed description of the pro-
posed scheme is covered in section III. The performance
evaluations are discussed in section IV, while privacy and
security analysis is given in section V. Finally, the related
works are discussed in section VI, and conclusions are drawn
in section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Network and Threat Models

As illustrated in Figure 1, the network model has a bank,
a charging station, and EVs. Each charging station can be
extended to several miles, and it has a CSP, RSUs, and CPs.
The RSUs are access points that are deployed on the road
along the charging section, whereas the CPs are the elements
that charge the EVs using electromagnetic induction. Each
CP can charge only one EV at a time. The EVs and CSPs
can communicate with the bank, e.g., using the Internet.
Each CSP can communicate with all RSUs in the charging
station, and each RSU can communicate with a number of
CPs. Also, EVs can communicate with CSPs and RSUs using
wireless communication, whereas the communication with the
CPs is achieved by using a dedicated short range wireless
communication device installed at the bottom of the EVs. Each
EV maintains an account in the bank and uses the account to
buy anonymous coins that are used to pay for charging and
anonymously authenticate the EV to the CSP. Moreover, the
CPs need to authenticate the EVs to charge only the authorized
EVs.

For the threat model, the proposed scheme aims to preserve
drivers’ location privacy and secure the payment and the
authentication. For privacy, we consider a strong adversary
model assuming that the attackers include the CSP, the RSUs,
the CPs, the bank, EVs, and external eavesdroppers. The
attackers aim to learn the drivers’ locations. They also aim to
link the packets sent from the same EV so that if the attacker
manages to know the real identity of the EV, it can learn
much location information about the driver. For the payment,
we consider the attacks that aim to charge without pay or
with less payment. To do that, the attackers may try to buy
coins without payment, e.g., by impersonating other EVs. They
may also try to forge coins and double spend valid coins.
The attackers can also attack the authentication scheme to
charge for free, e.g., by launching replay attacks and reusing
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Fig. 2. EV-CP channel characteristics with half-omni-directional antennas.

old authentication tokens. These attacks can be launched by
external attackers and internal EVs, and the attackers can
collude or work individually.

B. Challenges and Requirements

1) Security, Privacy, and Efficiency: Considering that the
number of EVs is very large and their charging needs can
reach over several miles of roads, the scalability of the system
can make the design of the security scheme a real challenge.
Furthermore, the conflicts between security and privacy also
complicate the problem. To elaborate, the real identities should
be used to secure the payment, but they should not be used
to preserve privacy. Using certified pseudonyms to preserve
privacy imposes extra overhead for issuing, renewing, and
revoking certificates [9], [10]. Instead, the anonymous coins in
our scheme, are designed to support efficient payment, anony-
mous authentication, and key establishment. Also, to address
the scalability of the dynamic charging system, hierarchical
authentication scheme is developed, where the EVs should
first authenticate to the CSP, and then to the RSUs and CPs.

2) EV-CPs Authorization: The wireless communication
channel between the EVs and the CPs is used to enable the
EVs to authenticate themselves so that the CPs can only charge
authorized EVs. This channel is quite unique and highly dy-
namic when compared to those in commonly known wireless

scenarios such as cellular, WiFi, and radar applications that are
not optimally designed to address short range and extremely
dynamic channel between the EV’s transmitter and the CP’s
receiver.

In order to estimate the characteristics of the EV-CP chan-
nel, we used the path loss model [11]. We considered an EV
moving at an average speed of 35 and 70 mph, a distance of
12 inches between the EV and the CPs, and transmitter (at
EV) and receiver (at CP) antennas with the same radiation
pattern and equal gain within the half sphere. The estimated
channel behaviour is shown in Figure 2, where the 3-dB
channel lifespan is 38.35 ms at 35 mph and 19.17 ms at 70
mph, while the maximum doppler shift change rate is about
14 Hz/ms at 35 mph and 56.03 Hz/ms at 70 mph.

These results demonstrate that it is extremely difficult to
complete carrier frequency recovery to demodulate the signal
in such a short window of time, and achieve smooth hand-
over communication transitions from one charging pad to
another. This suggests that for the communication between the
EVs and the CPs, non-continuous burst communication mode
with non-coherent modulation/demodulation scheme should
be considered because it shows low sensitivity to channel
gain changes and requires neither channel estimation nor
synchronization at carrier and symbol levels, thus reducing the
requirements for signal recovery and the timing constraints for
a final authorization decision. The results also indicate that it
may not be possible to use extensive cryptosystem or even
exchanging several messages.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Overview
As illustrated in Figure 1, the first phase in our scheme is

the purchase of anonymous coins from the bank. The coins
are used for authenticating the EV to the CSP, payment, and
establishing a shared symmetric key with the CSP. In this
phase, an EV should use its real identity which is necessary to
pay from its bank account. Coin purchase does not need to be
done right before charging. Instead, EVs can purchase coins
at any time and store them to be used later when charging is
needed. When an EV needs to charge, it sends the anonymous
coin to the CSP which contacts the bank to ensure that the
coin has not been used before. The bank cannot link the coin
to the EV that bought it to preserve location privacy. Then, the
CSP sends secret keys (called tokens) shared with the RSUs
to the EV. The EV uses these tokens to authenticate to the
RSUs. Similarly, each RSU sends to the EV time-based one-
time tokens (TOTs) shared with the CPs controlled by that
RSU. The TOTs are secret tokens that have a short lifespan
for utilization and can be used only once. The EV uses the
TOTs to authenticate to the CPs to get charged. During EV-
CPs authorization phase, a TOT is sent to the CP and the
authorization is completely done at the physical layer. Finally,
electric charge is delivered to the EV if the authorization is
successful.

B. Purchasing of Coins
Each EV should contact the bank to buy coins to use when

it needs to charge. In this communication, the EV should use
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its real identity so that the payment can be deducted from its
bank account. Partial blind signature [12] is used to compute
the coins so that when the EV uses the coins at a charging
station, the bank cannot link the coin to the EV that bought it
to preserve the location privacy of the EV driver.

Initially, a multiplicative cyclic group G of prime order p is
generated by the bank, where g is the generator of G. Figure 3
gives the exchanged messages during the coin purchase phase.
When an EVi needs to buy a coin, it first selects a secret
random number x and computes gx. Then, it blinds gx using
a secret value to produce be(gx) and sends a Coin Purchase
Request (CPReq) to the bank. As shown in the figure, the
CPReq packet has the real identity of the EV (IDi), be(gx),
timestamp (TS), and signature (σi).

After receiving the CPReq packet, the bank first verifies
the timestamp and the signature. Then, it checks the account
of EVi to make sure that it has enough money to pay for
the coin. The bank deducts a specific amount of money from
EVi’s account and uses a partial blind signature scheme to
sign be(gx) along with the issuing date of the signature. This
date will be used later to efficiently check whether the coin
has been spent before. It is common that many EVs contact
the bank to purchase coins every day. Thus, the issuance date
of the coin cannot be used by the bank to link a coin to a buyer
when the coin is used. Finally, the bank sends a Coin Purchase
Response (CPRes) packet to EVi. As shown in the figure, the
packet has the partial blind signature (PBSB(be(gx), date)),
TS, and a regular signature (σB).

After receiving the CPRes packet, the EV should verify
the timestamp and the bank signature. Then, it unblinds the
partially blind signature to obtain the bank signature on gx

and date, as follows.

SigB(gx, date) = b−1e (PBSB(be(g
x), date)) (1)

Later, when EVi needs to charge, it can use the anonymous
coin given in Equation 2 to pay and authenticate to the CSP.

Anonymous Coin = gx, date, SigB(gx, date) (2)

We assume that each coin has a specific monetary amount
and is sufficient to charge from a certain number of CPs. This
coin can prove that EVi has paid and it is a legitimate member
in the system because it has to compute a signature to buy the
coin. Due to using blind signature, the bank cannot link the
anonymous coin in Equation 2 to the real identity of the EV
that purchased the coin.

C. Charging Request and Hierarchical Authentication
When EVi needs to charge from a charging station, it should

contact the CSP to authenticate, pay, and establish a shared
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Fig. 4. Charging request.

key to secure the communication between them. As shown
in Figure 4, EVi sends a charging request packet that has gx

and the CSP selects a secret random value y and computes
a shared key k = gxy . Then, it sends gy , the encryption of
the concatenation of gy and gx using the key k (Ek(gx, gy)),
and its signature (σC). Ek(gx, gy) can prove to EVi that the
CSP calculated the correct key. After receiving the message
and verifying the CSP signature, EVi calculates the shared key
(k = gxy) using its secret x and the received gy , and then,
it uses the key to encrypt the anonymous coin and sends the
ciphertext to the CSP which in turn decrypts the ciphertext
and verifies the bank signature. After that, the CSP sends the
coin to the bank to make sure that it has not been used before
and also to deposit the payment in the CSP’s account. The
bank first hashes the coin’s signature and searches a table
that stores the hashes of used coins’ signatures. The bank can
use the coin’s issuance date to shorten the search space. If
the bank does not find the coin in the table of used coins, it
adds the hash of the coin’s signature to the table and informs
the CSP that the coin is valid. In this case, the CSP uses
the shared key with EVi to encrypt a set of secret tokens
that enables EVi to authenticate to the RSUs. To reduce the
communication overhead, the CSP can send only one token
and EVi can use iterative hashing operations, e.g., using MD5
or SHA, to compute the rest of the token locally. Each coin
should be enough to charge from a certain number of CPs. To
simplify our description, we assumed that an EV spends only
one coin, but it can send multiple coins to the CSP if it needs
to charge from a larger number of CPs.

In order to consider the scalability and the large geographic
area of the dynamic charging system, we use a hierarchical
authentication approach that uses lightweight cryptosystems.
The idea is that the CSP should share a set of secret tokens
with each RSU and each RSU should share a set of TOTs
with the CPs under its control. This can be done offline, e.g.,
one time in each day. The EV can use the shared tokens with
RSUs, received from the CSP, to authenticate to each RSU, e.g,
using any challenge/response technique such as the efficient
ones that use keyed hash functions [13]. This authentication
is efficient because of the use of pre-shared symmetric keys
(tokens) and lightweight hashing operations. After this level
of authentication, the EV should receive a set of TOTs from
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Fig. 5. TOT frame.

each RSU that are needed to authenticate the EV to the CPs
controlled by the RSU. The communication overhead can be
reduced if the RSU sends only one TOT and EVi uses iterative
hashing operations, e.g., using MD5 or SHA, to compute the
remaining TOTs locally.

D. Physical-Layer-Based Authorization

The short contact time between the EVs and the CPs and
the low computation power of the CPs necessitate developing
a very fast authorization scheme. Therefore, multiple rounds
of packet transmissions, computationally intensive cryptosys-
tems, and techniques like error control and correction may
be hard to use. In our scheme, since each EV shares secret
TOTs with CPs, the EVs can just send the TOT shared with
each CP, and the authorization verification can be done only
at the physical layer. However, in order to ensure security
and reliability, the communication system should be designed
to ensure that the probability of receiving the TOT is very
high at different weather conditions. This is because the EVs
do not charge if the TOTs are not received. Also, we should
ensure that the attackers cannot intercept the TOTs and use
them. Based on these requirements and the results given in sec-
tion II, non-continuous burst communication mode with non-
coherent modulation/demodulation technique is recommended
to be used between the EVs and the CPs. Autocorrelation
demodulation (ACD) [14], also called differential transmitted
reference (DTR) [15], is such a technique that meets these
requirements.

We propose using ACD rather than other non-coherent
schemes such as On-Off Keying because ACD does not need
a threshold for demodulating the soft-bit stream. Adjusting
demodulation threshold requires measuring signal and noise
strengths and this threshold should be re-adjusted for every EV
which is impractical to implement in our application. Along
with the ACD, a supporting hypothesis testing algorithm will
be used. In this manner the system can achieve a high rate of
successful authorizations of EVs with valid TOTs. Moreover,
multi-symbol detection can be combined with ACD to achieve
a better error-rate performance [14]. Because the channel sets
a very short window of time for reliable communications, it
imposes the need for a design without real-time automatic gain
control circuitry to adjust the gain at the receiver in response
to the amplitude changes in the received signal, and instead,
an amplitude normalization algorithm will be applied to each
demodulated waveform via post processing.

We propose a joint authorization scheme that exploits chan-
nel diversity in frequency and time to provide high rate of
successful authorizations. Consider that the EV transmitter and
the CPs’ receivers support N frequency tones. N consecutive
TOTs shared with N successive CPs in front of the moving EV
are transmitted in parallel at the same time. The EV creates a
physical-layer frame consisting of a frame head, a preamble,
and a payload of a differentially encoded TOT as shown in
Figure 5. The frame head serves as TOT frame start indicator,

and the preamble is used to find bit timing by the receiving
CP before the TOT is decoded. This frame is transmitted to
the CP that is equipped with a frame-head detector, and a
bit-timing unit using preamble correlation. Also, each CP is
equipped with N ACD receivers and maintains a pool of n
TOTs shared with the RSU.

Our scheme can work with one tone (N = 1) for which the
corresponding communication model is shown in Figure 6,
or the scheme can support N tones. To simplify our descrip-
tion, let’s consider a system that uses two tones f1 and f2,
i.e., N = 2, as illustrated in Figure 7 where the CPs are
connected in series; that is, each CP (except the first and
last ones) is connected to its preceding and following CP,
and hard-wired connections between consecutive CPs allow
fast communication between them. The joint decision function
box shown in Figure 7 contains three units: equal-weight
combiner, amplitude normalizer and hypothesis decision unit,
where the most relevant of the three in regards of authorization
is the hypothesis decision unit and Θk which is the decision
threshold that is pre-determined for sufficiently low false and
unsuccessful authorization rates.

The following steps summarize the authorization process
between EVi and CPk.

1) The beacon transmitter of CPk signals EVi about the start
of a new round of transmission.

2) Upon receiving a beacon signal from CPk, EVi transmits
two TOT frames containing the TOTs τi,k and τi,k+1

which are shared with CPk and CPk+1, respectively. Both
TOTs are transmitted simultaneously, i.e., the TOT τi,k
is transmitted on frequency tone f1 while the TOT τi,k+1

is transmitted on frequency tone f2.
3) After receiving the TOT frames, CPk demodulates the

received TOT waveforms, i.e., the 2-tone ACD receiver
at CPk outputs two discrete-time waveforms W (1)

i,k and
W

(2)
i,k+1 which are amplitude-varying and noisy versions

of τi,k and τi,k+1.
4) CPk now has received three discrete-time waveforms;

W
(1)
i,k and W (2)

i,k+1 received from EVi, and W (2)
i,k received

from CPk−1. Equal-weight combining of the current
received waveform W

(1)
i,k and the previously received one

W
(2)
i,k is done to produce τ̃i,k which can be viewed as a

“soft-bit” stream of the transmitted token τi,k.
5) A hypothesis decision is performed against n TOTs of

the CPk’s token pool, through the following steps.
(a) The amplitude of the estimated TOT τ̃i,k is normal-

ized to ρ(τ̃i,k) where ρ( ) is a function representing
amplitude normalizer.

(b) Correlations decision variables rm are calculated by

rm = 〈ρ(τ̃i,k), τm,k〉, 1 ≤ m ≤ n (3)

where 〈ρ(τ̃i,k), τm,k〉 is the inner-product operation of
the estimate τ̃i,k and the TOT τm,k.

(c) The hypothesis decision is to find a decision variable
rm that is greater than the threshold Θk, and take
the largest one found as an outcome. The hypothesis
decision is either Hm (TOT m passes authorization)
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Fig. 7. Multi-tone multi-pad joint authorization process.

or H0 (no TOT passes authorization) and can be
expressed as
Hm : if rm ≥ Θk, and rm > ri′

i′ = 1, 2, · · · , n, i′ 6= m

H0 : if rm < Θk, m = {1, 2, · · · , n}
(4)

Because of the noise embedded in the currently received
W

(1)
l,k and the previously received W

(2)
l,k that are received at

different frequencies and times, they tend to be statistically
independent, thanks to the diversity in both frequency and
time. In other words, when the signal quality is occasion-
ally bad, we can expect performance (measured in receiver
operating characteristic, or ROC) improvement by combining
signals received at two separate locations. The diversity level
can be continuously increased as N increases, at the cost of
increased system complexity.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation results of our
physical-layer-based authorization scheme under different con-
ditions including EV speed, TOT transmit power, detection
threshold (Θ), and environmental conditions.

A. Metrics

In our evaluations, we measure the following metrics.

1) Authorization Success Probability (PS). This is the prob-
ability that the valid TOT τ̃i,k sent by EVi is matched to
one of the locally stored n TOTs in CPk. The higher PS ,

the better our scheme is. We define PS conditioned on
the hypothesis decision Hi as follows.

PS = P (ri ≥ Θ, ri > ri′ , 1 ≤ i′ ≤ n, i′ 6= i |Hi) (5)

2) Missed Authorization Probability (PM ). This is the prob-
ability that a valid TOT τ̃i,k sent by an EV does not match
any of the locally stored n TOTs in a CP, i.e., all the
decision variables are below the threshold Θ. The lower
PM , the better our scheme is. Obviously, the summation
of PM and PS should always equal to one. We define
PM conditioned on Hi as follows.

PM = P (ri′ < Θ, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ n |Hi) (6)

3) False Authorization Probability (PF ). This is the proba-
bility that the invalid token τ̃i,k is mistakenly accepted,
i.e., falsely matched to τm,k where i 6= m. The lower
PF , the better our scheme is. We define PF conditioned
on Hi as follows.

PF = P

 ⋃
1≤m≤n

m6=i

{rm ≥ Θ, rm > ri′ , 1 ≤ i′ ≤ n, i′ 6= m} |Hi


(7)

B. Experiment Setup

In our experiments, we used MATLAB to simulate our
scheme. We assumed that the pad beacon and the TOT frame
head can be detected at detection probability of one, and a
perfect bit timing can be obtained. We also consider EV speed
to be either 35 or 70 mph, and carrier frequencies between 5
GHz and 6 GHz. This range of frequencies is selected for
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING VALUES.

Parameter Value

Carrier frequencies 5 GHZ to 6 GHZ

Antenna beamwidth 30◦

Antenna gain 3.5 dBi

Receiver noise figure 7 dB

Bit rate 1 Mbps

Pulse shaping
Root Raised Cosine with

roll-off factor 0.5

TOTs pool size 100

Tx/Rx separation 1 foot

Decision Threshold 
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Fig. 8. The impact of the decision threshold (Θ) on PS , PM , and PF at
-71.2 dBm transmission power.

the following reasons. First, the spectrum in this range is less
crowded compared to the lower frequency bands. Second, the
values of the frequencies are not very high, so RF circuits can
be relatively built easier. Finally, within this frequency range,
the antennas’ sizes are very small. Table I summarizes the
parameter settings considered in our experiments.

The value of Θ should have a direct impact on the perfor-
mance metrics, and thus it is important to select a good value
for Θ. It can be observed from Figure 8 that the values of
Θ between 20 and 80 should be selected to achieve high PS

while maintaining very low PF and PM . In this range, PS

is almost one and PF and PM are almost zero. Figure 8 was
computed at TOT transmission power of -71.2 dBm. Similarly,
a good value for Θ can be determined at any other power level.

C. Experiments’ Results

The ROC curves at two power levels (-71.5 dBm and -
72.5 dBm) are depicted in Figure 9. Tokens, computed using
SHA-256, are used for authorization and the EV speed is 70
mph. For clarity, we have included a fine logarithmic plot
(inner figure) with the linear plot (outer). From the plots,
it can be observed that with power level of -72.5 dBm, the
successful authorization rate, PS , is higher than 0.9 with very
low false authorization rate, PF . Moreover, the performance
of the authorization scheme significantly improves with just
a slight increase in the transmitted power as seen in the plot

Fig. 9. ROC curves at different transmit power with SHA-256 token at 70
mph.
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Fig. 10. PS vs. transmit power.

of the -71.5 dBm. As shown in the inner plot, PF values
are maintained at extremely low levels, reaching the value
of 10−11 at -71.5 dBm, which could be achieved when low
ranges of values of detection threshold are used, as indicated
by Figure 8.

Figure 10 gives PS at different values of TOT transmission
power, where the TOTs are computed by using SHA-1. It can
be observed that perfect PS with PF that is no greater than
10−7 can be achieved if the transmit power level is above
-69 dBm at a pre-selected value of θ. Also, the increase
of the transmission power can reduce PF and eliminate the
reduction in PS due to the increase in the EV speed. Based on
our simulations, high level of authorization rate performance
can be achieved within 2 ms using SHA-256 tokens with
transmission rates of 1 Mb/sec and EV speed of 70 mph.

Since the TOTs can have different lengths when computed
by different hashing algorithms, Figure 11 gives PS versus
transmit energy for MD5, SHA-1 and SHA-256 hashing
algorithms. It can be observed that the longer the TOT, the
more transmit energy is required to achieve the same value of
PS . Also, the transmission power and energy in Figure 11
and Figure 10 are small because the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver is short.

Furthermore, to assess the robustness and reliability of our
authorization scheme under various environmental conditions,
practical experiments were conducted using layers of wa-
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Fig. 12. Impact of environmental conditions on our scheme.

ter, snow, and ice in order to measure the attenuation in
the transmitted TOTs. In our experiments, various layers of
the previously mentioned materials were placed between the
transmitting and receiving antennas with a surrounding RF
insulating foam to prevent interference from other RF signals.
Figure 12 gives the attenuation levels at different frequencies.
It can be observed that the water experiences an average level
of attenuation of about 15 dB and a maximum attenuation
of 23 dB in the range of frequencies between 5 and 6 GHz.
On the other hand, the attenuation level reaches a maximum
of 5 dB using 2 inches of snow within the same range of
frequencies while the maximum measured attenuation was 15
dB for the 0.5” ice layer.

To maintain the high performance of our scheme under
different environmental conditions, the transmit power should
be adjusted. For example, Figure 10 shows that when an EV
transmits tokens at -69 dBm under clear weather conditions,
PS is almost one, but, this transmit power should be increased
to overcome the attenuation due the environmental conditions.
For instance, to overcome the expected worst attenuation of
23 dB due to the water layer, an EV must transmit tokens at
-46 dB instead of -69 dB. Similarly, it should transmit at -64
dBm and -56 dBm to overcome the 2” snow layer attenuation
and the 0.5” ice layer attenuation, respectively.

V. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security and privacy of
the proposed scheme against the attacks considered in the
threat model. We highlight the privacy/security features of our
scheme, and provide an experimental analysis and evaluation
to the potential threats caused by jamming and/or eavesdrop-
ping attacks on the physical-layer-based authorization scheme.

A. Privacy preservation

Identity Anonymity. In our scheme, the EVs use anonymous
coins for payment and authentication. The coins cannot be
linked to the EV that bought them due to using blind signature.
To elaborate, the real identity of an EV is used only during
the purchase of coins which is necessary to clear the payment.
However, when a coin is sent by a CSP to the bank for double
spending check, the bank cannot link the anonymous coin to
an EV to preserve location privacy, assuming that each CSP
has a known location. This is because the bank cannot link
gx of the coin to the blinded value be(g

x) sent during the
coin purchase phase. As a result, our scheme provides full
anonymity where no one entity or even colluding entities can
link a coin used by an EV to its real identity.

Coins and Charging Requests Unlinkability. Neither the
bank nor the CSP can link different coins and charging
requests sent by the same EV at different occasions, and thus
they cannot know that they are sent from the same EV. This
is because coins have one-time random numbers (x) that are
not linkable and can make the coins different.

B. Security of EV communications with Bank, CSP, and RSUs

Double Spending. When an EV submits a signed coin to the
CSP, the CSP sends it to the bank to make sure that the coin
has not been used before. Because the bank maintains a list
of used coins as mentioned in subsection III-C, our scheme
can thwart double spending attacks when an EV tries to reuse
a coin.

Forging Coins. In order to forge coins, the attacker should
be able to compute a valid signature of the bank. This is
impossible because it needs the private key of the bank.

Purchasing Coins Without Payment. When an EV purchases
coins, it has to use its real identity so that the bank can
make sure that it has enough money to pay for the coins.
An EV cannot impersonate other EVs to obtain coins without
payments because it has to compute a valid signature to
authenticate itself. Also, if an attacker eavesdrops on the
communications between the bank and an EV, he cannot
unblind the partial blind signature to steal the coin because
he does not know the blinding value that is used to blind gx.

Keys and TOTs Reuse Attack. Attackers may try to reuse old
tokens shared with RSUs and TOTs shared with CPs to charge
more than once for only one payment. This is not possible in
our scheme since the RSUs and CPs delete the tokens and
TOTs from the list of valid tokens and TOTs once they are
used. Also, the CSP and the RSUs should make sure that the
tokens they share are not reused.

Charging More for Less Payment. The CSP allows EVs to
charge from a number of RSUs by giving the EV secret tokens
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shared with some RSUs. EVi cannot authenticate to additional
RSUs because it does not have shared tokens and thus EVi can
charge only from a defined set of RSUs based on the amount
of the payment.

Authentication and Key Management. In our scheme, sig-
natures are used to authenticate EVs to the bank and CSPs to
EVs. Efficient challenge/response technique that uses keyed
hashe function is used to authenticate EVs to RSUs. Also,
if an EV can calculate the correct key shared with the CSP,
this is a proof that the EV is the one that created gx of the
coin because the computation of the key needs the secret x.
Moreover, our key management procedure can resist Man-in-
the-Middle attack because the CSP signs its share gy and the
EV’s share gx is signed by the bank, and it is infeasible to
forge these signatures.

C. Physical-Layer-Based Authorization Scheme

Several possible attacks may be launched by attackers to
attack our physical-layer-based authorization scheme. In this
subsection, we discuss how our proposed scheme can resist
these attacks.

Eavesdropping Attacks. If an attacker is able to capture a
TOT and the TOT is not received by the CP, he can use it to
charge. In our scheme, several measures have to be taken to
ensure that this attack is infeasible. First, the communication
system is designed so that the probability of receiving the
TOTs by the CPs is very high. Second, the TOTs are valid
for only short time. Third, the RF signal leakage is reduced
by placing the EV-transmitter antenna on the bottom-center
of the EV because the EV’s body acts as an RF barrier to
the signal. Fourth, the use of limited beam-width ”directional”
antennas imposes further limitations on signal leakage. Finally,
the TOTs are transmitted using a small amount of power
because the distance between the EVs and the CPs is very
short.

In order to evaluate this attack, we conducted practical
experiments. The probability that an attacker can successfully
capture the TOTs from signal leakage was measured in the
surrounding area of a car model in two different scenarios: 1)
A receiving antenna was placed at 45 degrees and at a distance
of 20 inches away from the car model; and 2) A receiving
antenna was placed right at the edge of the car model and at
different locations around the car model.

As indicated in Figure 13, an eavesdropper could possibly
capture MD5 TOTs transmitted at 4 dBm with a probability of
0.01. However, referring to section IV, EVs should transmit
the TOTs at -69 dBm under normal weather conditions and
at -46 dBm under bad weather conditions to achieve PS of
almost one, and thus the EVs will never transmit the TOTs
at the high power levels given in Figure 13. Moreover, the
TOTs that have long size can further reduce the probability
that it is captured. For example, MD5 TOTs with 16-byte size
transmitted at 4 dBm could be successfully recovered by an
eavesdropper with the probability of 0.01, while longer TOTs
computed by SHA-256 with 32-byte size could be captured
with the probability of 10−4, when both are transmitted at the
same power level. If there is a need to increase the TOT length,
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Fig. 13. Success rate of eavesdropping and recovering TOTs versus transmit
power.

we can either change the hashing algorithm or concatenate
the outputs of the hash function. Figure 13 shows that for
the same transmit power level, the probability to successfully
eavesdrop concatenated TOTs is much less than that of single
TOTs. Therefore, the given results in Figure 13 confirm that
it is extremely hard to eavesdrop the TOTs as long as they are
transmitted at a power level less than 2 dBm.

Jamming Attacks. An attacker can launch a narrow-band
jamming attack to jam one or some of the used carrier
frequencies. To evaluate how our system can resist this attack,
three cases are considered in our experiment. In the first one,
the communication between the EV and the CP utilizes only
one tone and the attacker jams this tone. In the second case, the
attacker jams only one tone of a 2-tone EV-CP system while
in the third case no jamming on the communication between
the EV and CP is considered. This case is considered as a
reference for fair comparisons.

Figure 14 measures PS at different levels of transmit power
for the considered cases. As shown in the figure, the single-
tone scheme is affected heavily by the jamming attack when
compared to non-jamming case. In order to overcome jamming
in this case, the EV must increase the transmit power to 9 dBm.
On the other hand, when utilizing the two-tone approach, the
system just experiences a few dB reduction compared to the
benchmark performance. The experiment results also indicate
that the increase of the number of frequency tones used in
the communication increases the scheme’s robustness against
jamming attacks.

In a complex attack, the attackers may try to jam the CPs
to prevent them from receiving the TOTs, and simultaneously
try to capture the TOT to use it. It is extremely difficult
to launch this attack successfully in our scheme for several
reasons. First, jamming the CPs makes the eavesdropping of
the TOTs very hard because of the proximity of the CPs’
receivers and the EV’s transmitter, i.e., by jamming the CPs,
the attacker also jams the TOT signal. Second, since the TOTs
have short lifetime, the attacker should use them within a short
time window.

From the simulation and experiment results presented in
this section and section IV, we can conclude the following
important points.
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Fig. 14. PS versus transmit power under jamming attack with SHA-1 TOTs
and PF = 10−5.

1) Under normal environmental conditions, EVs should
transmit TOTs at least at -69 dBm to ensure almost 100%
of successful authorization.

2) Under different environmental conditions including snow,
ice or water layer, the TOT transmit power should be
increased to overcome the expected attenuation. In worst
case, the transmission at -46 dBm can overcome a max-
imum attenuation of 23 dB.

3) Multi-tone systems are preferred over single-tone systems
because of their higher resistance to jamming attacks.

VI. RELATED WORKS

Few papers in the literature have investigated the security
and privacy issues of dynamic charging of EVs. In [9], [10],
Li et al proposed a privacy-preserving authentication scheme
for EV dynamic charging. When an EV needs to charge, it has
to contact the CSP to obtain a set of pseudonyms and their
corresponding symmetric keys. Then, the EV should use them
to authenticate itself to every CP it encounters in its way.
Comparing to our scheme, each CP needs to store only the
keys it will use. Also, our scheme can provide full anonymity
to EVs where the bank cannot know any location information,
but in [9], the CSP (that plays the role of the bank in our
scheme) can know the EV’s location from the CPs that charge
the EV.

In [6], Li et al. proposed an authentication scheme for EV
dynamic charging. Unlike our scheme, this scheme does not
address privacy issues. The scheme mainly focuses on fast
handover between different RSUs. In [16], Hussain et. al.
proposed authentication schemes for EV dynamic charging in
which each EV should mutually authenticate to each CP and
establish a symmetric session key with every CP. In this case,
an EV has to exchange multiple messages with each CP, and
each CP has to communicate with the CSP back and forth
during the real-time authentication, which is not efficient for
fast moving EVs because of the short contact time between
the EVs and CPs. Also, given the large number of CPs, the
interactive communications between the CPs and CSP may
create a bottleneck at the CSP. In our scheme, we use a
hierarchical authentication architecture which is much more
scalable than the flat architecture used in [16].

Several physical-layer authentication schemes utilizing the
channel impulse response were proposed in [17]–[20]. These
schemes can not be applied to the dynamic charging scenario
because they assume that the transmitter and the receiver
are stationary to guarantee fixed channel impulse response
while the channel in our scenario is highly dynamic. Also,
the scheme proposed in [20] assumes the existence of prior
successful authentications in order to successfully authenticate
future attempts, which is difficult to use in our scheme because
of the large number of EVs and CPs in the system.

In [21], Shan et. al. proposed a mutual challenge-response
authentication scheme utilizing the reciprocal characteristics
of the wireless fading channel between a transmitter and a
receiver. However, it can not be applied in our scenario for
different reasons. First, since it depends on channel reciprocity,
it requires that the challenge sent by the moving EV and the
response coming from the CP to be sent over the same channel
which can not be guaranteed due to the motion of the EV.
Second, this scheme requires exchanging several messages
between the CPs and the EVs, which may not be efficient
because of the short contact time between the CPs and fast
moving EVs.

In [22], a physical-layer-assisted authentication scheme
based on public key cryptography is proposed for VANETs.
In the proposed scheme, each EV should have a list of anony-
mous public/private key pairs and anonymous certificates with
pseudo identities. To use this scheme in our application, the
CPs have to verify the certificates and signatures sent by the
EVs, which requires the CPs to have a large computational
power, i.e., the CPs are not cost effective. Furthermore, the
scheme suffers from significant performance degradation at
high speeds, but our scheme can achieve almost 100% suc-
cessful authorization at high speed.

Various schemes have been proposed to secure and preserve
privacy in different wireless networks and applications, such
as [23]–[31], but these schemes cannot be used to solve the
problems addressed in this paper because they are designed
for different network and threat models.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, Cryptosystems are used to secure the EV
communications to the bank, CSP and RSUs, and in order
to consider the short contact time between fast moving EVs
and CPs, a physical-layer-based authorization scheme has been
developed to enable the CPs to only charge authorized EVs.
Analysis, simulations, and practical experiments were con-
ducted to evaluate the proposed scheme. The results indicate
that the system is secure against the considered attacks, the
communication and computation overheads are acceptable,
and full anonymity is achieved. In addition, by selecting a
good transmit power, the physical-layer-based authorization
scheme can achieve high successful authorization rate under
different weather conditions. Also, a good transmit power can
increase the robustness of the scheme against jamming and
eavesdropping attacks. In our future work, we will investigate
optimally adjusting the transmit power level automatically
at different environmental conditions based on the Received
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Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) levels of the beacon signal
sent by the CPs.
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